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Idiot Wind
by Doctor Gonzo/Seattle
Top Pot President Obama has the munchies in Seattle

T

his week the Tea Party Express pulled out onto the
federally funded, interstate highway system for
it’s last tour, without a hint of self-awareness or
irony. They are a funny group of people. And stupid.
I’m not a big statistics user but this recent one stood
out. The Tea Party is all about removing the federal
government from their lives and of course paying fewer taxes. A recent poll of Tea Party nitwits was taken,
and 64% of those polled, said the federal government
has raised taxes in the last two years. In actuality, the
feds under Obama lowered taxes for 98% of Americans. So, I’d think twice about arguing with a Tea Party supporter, it would be like trying to convince your
dog not to lick his balls. This leads me to my new word
for the election, factition, which is a fact that stupid people believe is not true despite having evidence
to the contrary. Example; fact, the moon is a satellite
of the Earth; factition, the moon is not a satellite of
the Earth because it is too far away and is just an
obvious ploy to get the federal government to fund
NASA to spend taxpayer’s money. You can’t argue with
that folks. I believe everyone has a right to his or her
own opinion, but I rather enjoy when the opinion presented has some sliver of truth to it. I would have no
problem with the Tea Party, as a political entity, if it
weren’t being led by some of the stupidest, most maladjusted people in the country. I’m not sure how anyone could think any string of words that come out of

Palin’s mouth could be anywhere near the truth. She’s
in it for the money, just like any other politician. My
dream would be to start a fringe party of some smart
people, who know you need taxes to make the country
run properly but you also know that almost every current politician needs to be replaced and all lobbyist
given lobotomies. But most likely, their health insurance plans wouldn’t cover the surgery and they would
rely on Medicare or Medicaid to cover the costs. But,
it would be worth it to me to pay extra taxes to make
that come true. Until people stop getting their “news”
from Fox News or MSNBC nothing is likely to change.
We are stuck with the Democrats and the Republicans.
I’d like to get my new fringe party started, but I have
a two and a half year old. Enough said.
Big news in Seattle, Obama stopped by Top Pot donuts
after scoring some BC Bud up north. You can tell from
the photo [above] he definitely had the munchies.
I can’t blame him. If my next stop were to see Harry
Reid, I’d smoke up too.
Other local news, Rob 2.0 and Kelly finally got married
in Minneapolis over Labor Day. Word is Jeff Lynne presided over the ceremony. There were also some rumors
of the MPD crashing the after party at a downtown
hotel. Congratulations to those two kids for getting
hitched and avoiding bail.
Cont. next page
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The Swearengens

Music news. New local band, The Swearengens are finally getting ready to
record their first EP. Bandleader and raconteur, Fredd Luongo, is whipping
the band into shape and hopefully, they will be road ready in the next
month.   I hope to see them on Conan by early next spring, with special
guest guitarist Brett “Magic Fingers” Markle. I don’t have much time left
on my pledge to get Brett on TV before I’m forty. The late night cable access thing he did with the cats doesn’t count.
Movie news. Artificial Khaos Films began pre-production on The Ponyman.
The screenplay is based on an unpublished novel, which Dave failed to
drop off tonight at my house. Director, Lisa McCaul, hopes to start filming
early next year. I hope that you read this and decide to send us money to
make this film the next indie hit. Details to follow about our fundraising
endeavours.
Another successful Big Top Basketball season came and went. Thanks to all
the “players” for showing up every week, especially Shane, the Kurt Rambis of street ball. A.J and Nat split to Italy for six moths. We miss them.
However, stay tuned next week for the first episode of Cocktail To Cocktail Hour with A.J. Rathbun on AKTV. Everybody, hope for the best for this
election. See you in the winter.
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Just Who is This Lady Gaga?
Big Balls
(the ongoing search for the truth, Part II)
by Brettal/Green Lake

latest character, Lady
Gaga. Sources have
leaked that earlier this
month at the MTV music awards, “30 Seconds
to Mars” singer and star
of one of the Prefontaine movies, Jared Leto
and Lady Gaga were
seen getting cozy back
stage.

Apparently things proAli
gressed and spun out of
control while Leto was
rounding 3rd base and
heading for home.   An embarassed and slightly confussed Leto could not be
reached for comment.  
When asked about Leto’s
reaction Cohen said, “I can
Lady Gaga - Balls to the Wall
understand Jared being
upset, he thought I was a
nd she’s got the biggest balls of them all” beautiful,
30 Seconds to Balls
a quote from the the AC/DC song Big Balls successful, celebrity star and
from their album titled “Dirty Deeds Done Dirt Cheap”   found out I was a just a guy with
The relevancy here is that our very own pop diva Lady a penis.”
Gaga indeed has a set.  Though the exact size hasn’t
been verified our sources have revealed that Lady Ga- Jared Leto shouldn’t feel to bad he is super handsome
ga’s balls indeed belong to none other than one Sasha and has at least enough talent to know... “who’s got
the biggest balls of em all”
Baron Cohen.

“A

That’s right folks the creator of Ali G, Borat, and Bruno has been iching to unveil the true identity of his
AK

Stay tuned for Sasha Baron Cohens next movie “Goin
Gaga” due out in theater’s next Summer.
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Khaos Cocktails

A.J.

Rathbun

Fall cocktails from my books, Good Spirits. (See
last page to purchase)

Harvey Wallbanger
Not as obscure or hazardous as other obscurely-named
drinks, the Harvey Wallbanger still hovers on the outskirts of modern society. (What is a “wallbanger” many
ask, with a barely discernable quiver in their voices?
Is it violent? Is it underground? A 1970s sexual trend?
A California surfer who liked Galliano with his screwdriver?). This wasn’t always the case. In the jolly 1970s,
the HW gained expansive popularity, showing up on tshirts, buttons, and undergarments. Today, it seems
almost an afterthought, or
a component of the collegiate cutie the Slow Comfortable Screw Up Against
a Wall. A shame, honestly,
because the Harvey Wallbanger is cozy on a summer’s day and as an accompaniment to a bubble
bath. I prefer the latter
(with a good book in the
other hand), but try both
and report back.
Ice cubes
2 ounces vodka
5 ounces freshly squeezed
orange juice
1/2 ounce Galliano
1. Fill a highball glass three-quarters full with ice
cubes. Add the vodka, and then the orange juice. Stir
briefly.
AK

2. Float the Galliano on top of the juice and vodka.
Put your feet up. Ahhhh.
The Black Friar
A sturdy ally in the
fight against staying
sober, the Black Friar
cocktail is less potent
than the inquisition,
though a long-cowled
stride rougher than
badger Friar Tuck in
the animated 1973
Robin Hood. Featuring both vodka and
whiskey brought under the service of coffee liquor, the Black
Friar speaks a serious
sermon indeed. If your sentiment is sitting firmly
in “moody artist” realm (too much existential literature or too much time staring at Francis Bacon
paintings?), my proposition is to throw a party that
features dueling Black Dogs and Black Friars. Make
everyone wear bright orange, yellow, and red tshirts and shorts under the black turtle-necks and
jeans though, because after a few rounds folks’ll be
more looped than pooped.
Ice cubes
2 ounces coffee liqueur (Kahlua works fine)
1 ounce vodka
1 ounce whiskey (I suggest a pretty neutral blended
variety)
1. Fill a cocktail shaker half way full with ice cubes.
Add the vodka, whiskey, and liqueur. Shake well.
2. Strain into a cocktail glass. And cheer up.
A Tip: If this feels a little naked (and we all know
how bad that is), garnish each drink by floating
three coffee-covered espresso beans on top.
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F’n Teabaggers
by Kung Fu Mike/Minneapolis

I

really enjoyed the spring issue K.A. article on tea baggers.   The way the writer
conveyed a sense of conspiratorial anti-government irrationality
held by your average teabagger
while at the same time revealing,
in nicely organized bullet points,
the fact that almost every aspect of our life is indeed under
(at least partial) ownership and
therefore control of the government – It was, well it was hilarious!   Such witty repartee surely
went right over their flag waving
heads.
Refuting a tea bagger’s abstract
concepts and principles can be
arduous.   But once you’ve mastered the literary device of false
dilemmas you shouldn’t have to
resort to the much simpler argument ending logical fallacy of The
appeal to laughter or ridicule.  
Pointing out large facial features,
choice of beverage during a NASCAR race and location of residency south of the Mason-Dixon
Line may induce side splitting
guffaws for John Stewart and Steven Colbert, but those techniques
will remain off these pages.
This ‘Patriot’ talk of smaller government has got to end.   Frankly, I hate doing things for myAK

A True Patriot

self.    I’m ready to start lobbying for
a committee and a czar to tell me
what to wear.   I loathe going out and
not knowing if cotton production and
my Che Guevara hoodie are going to
melt a polar icecap flooding some unfortunate coastal village in Bangladesh.   Harry Reid   is a pretty dapper
gentleman and seems up for the task.  
On second thought, he’s a pro-lifer
and hates Mexicans.  Maybe that’s why
he wasn’t invited to Obama’s Cinco de
Cuatro party.  But, I digress.  
I saw one of these brainless teabag
twits on MSNBC discussing government’s marriage with big business (he
was African American, so I can only assume he was brainwashed).   WAAAHHHHH!  Cry me a river.  As long as I get

                                   www.artificialkhaos.com

my mercury filled, facial blemish
revealing, florescent light bulbs
on the cheap, I don’t care how
many government contracts GE
gets.   ‘Green’ product contracts
may give Jeffery Immelt the ability to buy a few more ocean front
properties, like Japan and Indonesia as a result, but who cares,
he “..understands where [GE] fits
in markets and society and appreciates its responsibility to
both”.   ‘Appreciates the responsibility to both’.  God, that makes
my hybrid tingle!   I’m pretty sure
my invitation to tapas and sangria beside his infinity pool is in
the mail.
And can’t these jerkoffs see the
best way to fix health care is to
dole it out DMV style?  Free markets, ha!   Surely the best way to
heal my child’s broken arm is to
add a tenured health administrator 1500 miles away.  Just because
it takes three weeks to print out
a piece of plastic allowing me to
drive  doesn’t mean more government involvement in the health
of my family will be detrimental.   
We’ve added two dozen pieces of
major healthcare reform and over
100 healthcare agencies since
FDR.  That’s worked well; doubling
it can only make it better.  I saw
one of those teabag morons with
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a “Keep Your Laws off My Body”
sign.   A stolen phrase if I ever
saw one!  Dude should know that
only applies to abortion.
And what’s this I hear about
them sending their kids to public
schools?   I can hear them whining now, “But I’ve involuntarily
paid 10’s of thousands of dollars in property taxes to support
public schools and as a result
can’t afford a private school like
the Pelosis and the Kerrys”.   Oh,
BOO FRICKIN’ HOO!  Don’t they
know the best way to take back
those property tax dollars from
the government is to rob (or buy
stock in) an FDIC insured bank?  
Don’t even get me started on the
driving-on-public-roads hypocrisy?  Dude, get in your helicopter
or hovercraft, fly over the public roads, deduct the portion of
your taxes you pay for the public roads and stop bitching about
that strip of asphalt in front of
your house.  I mean, it would be
at least four months before the
government laid claim to, started
taxing and regulating the airspace above your house.

10 (3)

Khaos Common

Nicoole

Fallat

Common sense for your home and life from
the gal who knows.
The Woodland Park Zoo
Cookbook: just got yourself a
panda from the zoo and have
no idea how to prepare it?
Flamingo, too chewy? Lemure
meatloaf. It’s all in here!

Skin Tips 101:
The one on the left is the best for super bad flareups and the one on the
right is a natural antifungal/antibacteria and is good when the skin’s not
open/raw. Yummy! I’m sure they’re
both expensive cause I got them at
pcc :( but they make me happy and
the Internet mega-commenters are
obsessed with both.

Guess Who’s Coming/Not Coming
Home To Dinner: The Cookbook.
When your daughter brings
home a Coptic Greek orthodox
vegan with nut allergies, or
your husband is spending “late
nights” at the “office” and won’t
be “home” for “dinner” and you
“totally” “understand” so you
make him a second lunch for his
“long night” working on the “big
case” because you “support” his
“career.” Dedicated to my first
husband “F**kface.”

New Cookbook Ideas:
What Would Noah Do: a cookbook for
you and your pair of furry friends,
and also all of God’s creatures, as long
as they’re not gay.
Hungry Hungry Hippo: cooking for
impatient, obese, water mammals, as
well as your mother-in-law’s poodle,
Czar.
AK
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Apocrypher Images

Still Photo - From the Set of the “Hobbit” - Starring F. Luongo as Bilbo

AK
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My Favorite Band is No One
Else’s Favorite Band
by Dr. McBain/Capital Hill - Seattle

Best Band of the Year: Cold War
Kids.

How can you not love them?   Seriously, consider the fact that you
probably love them.  If you need a
reminder, go to http://www.youtube.com and search for “we used
to vacation” and “hang me up to
dry.”  If you don’t get chills, then...
you don’t like them as much as me.  
And while I won’t say this reflects
on you poorly...it doesn’t do you
any favors either.  

Finally, James William Van Der Beek, best known as supersleuth Dawson
Creek on the FX Channel crime saga “The Commish.”   Is he the most
underrated actor of his time?  I propose yes.  Thoughts?  Shh!  Before
you answer, consider the evidence:

Also, if you haven’t considered radiology, do; it’s pretty neat.   It’s
no Cold War Kids, then again this is
an apples to oranges comparison.  

AK
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Bob Dylan at Bumbershoot
by D. McCaul/Fremont - Seattle
When Bob Dylan was a young man,
he wanted to sound like an old man.
And Nashville Skyline stands as
proof that he did, after all, have a
choice: he could have sounded like
a silky-smooth, country crooner, if
he’d really wanted to. But no: he
chose to emulate Woody Guthrie.
And now that Dylan actually is an
old man (a very, very old man), one
can’t help but think that perhaps
he overshot the mark a bit. One
reviewer of his most recent album
said something about hearing “the
blood of the land” in Dylan’s voice.
But after seeing Dylan perform at
this year’s Bumbershoot Festival,
I’m thinking that Dylan’s throat is
caked with something a little more
viscous than just blood. And we’re
not talking the proverbial “frog in
the throat,” here, either. This is a
giant lizard, and were it to reside
in the throat of a lesser man (say,
Gordon Lightfoot), then that man
couldn’t get a gig at an open-mic,
let alone perform as the headliner
of Seattle’s largest media festival.   
But we’re talking Dylan, here, and
the man is a national treasure, no
matter what noises have been coming out of his mouth lately. Not to
mention that his current songwriting mode, which leans heavily toward roots and blues music, works
just fine with his raspy, smoke-addled voice. Together Through Life,
AK

his latest album, is not only listenable—it’s downright enjoyable.
So why would I, a Dylan-worshipper,
choose to criticize or make light of
Dylan’s vocal delivery? Perhaps his
set-list was to blame. Let me ask
you this: if you had “the blood of
the land” in your voice, would you
choose to perform a quiet rendition
of “Just Like a Woman” in front of a
stadium crowd? What about a “Simple Twist of Fate?” Or maybe “Don’t
Think Twice It’s All Right?”
These are beautiful songs, and if you
listened carefully, you could hear
the crowd singing all the words.
Which was a tricky business, being
that Dylan has reworked the meter
of nearly every line of every song in
his catalogue. So while on the one
hand you’ve got the crowd singing the familiar rhythm and melody
of a line like, “She makes love like a
woman,” you’ve also got Dylan, doing something entirely different:
“She MAKES….” (the word MAKES is
ejected, like a hair ball) “love like a
woman.”
To understand how this works, you
have to realize that there is an incredibly lengthy pause between the
words “makes” and “love”—just long
enough to make the crowd wonder
whether he’s abandoned the second
half of the line altogether. But no,

                                   www.artificialkhaos.com

after the pause he eventually gets
around to the second half of the
line, albeit in an unintelligible garble that is mostly buried beneath
the music.
And folks, in case you weren’t already aware, this is how about
80% of his famous lines have been
re-worked for the stage. By the
end of the show I’d begun to suspect that Dylan’s much-lauded “reimagining” of his songs was nothing
more than his coping with an everdiminishing lung capacity. Not only
could I not understand any of the
verses of “Simple Twist of Fate,”
I never once made out the words
simple twist of fate.
So okay, I’ll go ahead and admit
it: I spent much of the show laughing aloud at the man’s absurd delivery. But I’ve decided that this is
all right, “don’t think twice,” and
that I have nothing to feel bad
about. Because I wasn’t laughing at
some random, sickly, old man: I was
laughing at one of the greatest
rock stars ever to walk the Earth.
And that man, Bob Dylan, doesn’t
care about me. In fact I don’t think
he cares about much aside from
playing the organ (and occasionally, the guitar) with a kick-ass band.
And on those terms, he succeeded.
I, meanwhile, got to pay tribute to
a living legend.
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The Time I Fell Through a
Frozen Pond on Acid
by Johan Martin/Ballard

I

n 2004, I lived in Fort Collins, Colorado where they brew,
among many other beers, both
Blue Moon & Fat Tire.  There’s one
called Ninety Schilling that’s pretty popular there, though I’ve never
seen it anywhere else.   My roommate Jon was really into psychedelics at the time, LSD being his
personal favorite, though Salvia
Divinorum (or whatever the hell it’s
called) certainly made the Honorable Mention list as did shrooms of
course.
    
One day Jon & I dropped acid with
our other roommate Kendra after
I got home from work.   (Jon had
recently purchased a digital camera so there is substantial video
footage of most of what occurred
prior to us wandering out of the
house & onto that goddamn frozen
pond.)   I remember when it first
kicked in the three of us sat in a
circle staring at each other eating dill pickles straight from the
most economy sized jar one can
purchase at Costco.   (Jon filmed
this opening chapter of the evening with the camera’s Night Vision
setting for some reason.)   Then
we did something called ‘ConAK

tact Improv” for a couple hours.  If
you don’t know what “Contact Improv” is, it’s basically where you
roll around on the floor with one
or more other “Improvisors,” mainly
on top of & all over each other.  It’s
really fun!  Even when you’re not on
drugs.   If you, dear reader, know
one or more people you feel comfortable trying this with, I highly
recommend you give it a shot.   I
learned the art of “Contact Improv”
from a delightful woman named
Meade Andrews at Washington DC’s
Studio Theatre Acting Conservatory
in 2001 & the blissful memories of
said experience remain with me to
this day.  I’m probably not doing it
justice with my description.   Here’s
what Wikipedia says about “Contact
Improvisation”:
Contact improvisation (CI) is a
dance technique in which points of
physical contact provide the starting point for exploration through
movement improvisation. Contact
Improvisation is a form of dance improvisation and is one of the bestknown and most characteristic forms
of postmodern dance.
Contact

improvisation

can
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be

practiced as concert or social
dance form. In the social setting
contact improvisation meetings
are called “jams” in which participants can participate or watch as
they choose. The name is perhaps
derived from the “jams” of jazz
musicians, who come together to
spontaneously explore musical
forms and ideas.
Contact improvisation is often
practiced in duet form but can
also be performed in groups or as
a solo using physical objects (floor,
walls, chair, etc.) as the point of
contact. As many teachers say in
introductory classes, the floor is
your first partner.
   Page  10
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Contact improvisation techniques
can include weight transfer, weight
sharing, counter balance, rolling,
falling, suspension, and lifting.
Anyway we played high minded
grab ass for what felt like a magical eternity, but was probably only
a couple hours, then we wandered
out of the house & down the street
aways to a wooded area next to a
highway, the kind of place habitual
drug users are inexplicably drawn
to after doing ‘Contact Improv”
for questionable periods of time.
And there we found it! What I’d
apparently been looking for all
night, without even knowing, as I
writhed & tossed all over my bewildered roommate’s bodies.   The
frozen pond.
At first my roommates wisely resisted my increasingly more insistent proposals that we brave
it out to the center of the pond
for another exciting round of rolling around all over each other, but
they eventually came to my drug
addled way of thinking & acquiesced.  Which they most certainly
shouldn’t have.   Once we made
it out to the center of the pond
(yes, safely) it was a extravaganza
of high minded grab ass, pushing,
shoving, jumping up & down, near
savage bouts of giggling, smacking
one another in the face, & sheer
& utter stupidity.   All on ice! And
nothing happened. . .
No, this is actually not the part of
the story where I fell through the
ice.  We carried on in this manner
AK

for at least forty-five minutes before realizing we’d all been quite
cold for the past half hour & started our trek back to the shore.  All
without incident.
As we approached the embankment,
Jon was in the lead so he was the
first to make it ashore.   Immediately after he took his first step on
dry land, he turned around & told
us that, as he stepped off the ice,
he heard & felt it crack a little so
we should probably find another
embankment on which to disembark
from our Odyssey of Retarded.  We
took his word for it, journeyed back
to the center of the pond where
the ice was assuredly most solid,
& began scoping out a new escape
route.   Of course, it was fucking
dark outside so there wasn’t much
we could do other than a little trial
& error when it came to escaping.
The first trial was an astounding
failure.   Kendra & I approached a
new embankment & before we could
even get near the shore, the ice
starting cracking & spreading towards us at an alarming rate so we
hauled ass back to the center &
started to freak out a little.  Rightly so.
Thankfully the second trial was an
astounding success.   Kendra made
it ashore safely.  I’d insisted she go
first as A.) I didn’t want her to be
the one trapped on the pond while
I made it off safely since I was the
one who’d gotten us into this mess
& B.) I wanted to see if the ice
cracked & she fell through while
trying to step ashore.

                                   www.artificialkhaos.com
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The ice did crack as she made it
ashore just as it had when Jon did
the same thing so naturally I had to
slip & slide back to the center, now
all by my lonesome, & plan a new
escape route.  
As I did this, I couldn’t help but
think of the end of Star Trek 2
(The Wrath of Khan) where Spock
is trapped in that room, melting
& dying, while Kirk, on the other
side of the glass, is powerless to
save him.   I kind of felt like Spock
all of a sudden.  And I suppose Kirk
would be some amalgamation of
Jon & Kendra, though Kirk’s probably more like Jon, since Jon’s into
science & has a penis & I was certainly nothing like Spok as he’s all
logical & intelligent while I was
some drugged up asshole, tripping
balls, who’d convinced himself & his
roommates it was a good idea to
slide out to the middle of a frozen
pond & jump up & down on it for
nearly an hour. Still I was stuck.
Well, I guess there’s only one thing
to do.  I’ll have to find another embankment to step onto.   No use
stalling, sitting here, reminiscing
about Star Trek.   (I hadn’t been
talking for a couple minutes while
standing out on the center of the
pond, thinking about Star Trek, so
Jon & Kendra were probably wondering what I was doing).
I ambled over to my randomly chosen embankment of hope & as I
made it almost there sure enough
the ice began to crack.  Ugh. Jon &
Kendra were already standing there
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to greet me. “Look, guys, I don’t wanna do this all
night.  This is just gonna keep happening everywhere
I go so I wanna try something new.”
     “What do you mean?”
     “I’ve got an idea.”
     “What?”
     “What if I just step on the ice & step off onto
the embankment real quick like before it totally
cracks & I fall in?”
     “I don’t think that’s a good idea, dude.”
     “Yeah, I really don’t think you should do that.”
     “No, guys, I’ll be fine.  Look, I was right about
the pond being safe, wasn’t I?   You doubted me
then.”
     “You weren’t really right about the pond being
safe.  I mean look what’s happening right now.”
     “Yeah, but you guys made it off, didn’t you?”
     “By not purposefully stepping onto cracked ice,
yes.”
     “Look, it’s my choice.  It’s my body.  I’m gonna
do it.”
     “. . .”
     “Okay. . .”
     And I stepped.
And sure enough fell through the fucking cracked
ice all the way up to my fucking thighs & oh dear
God it was the coldest most painful fucking awful fucking thing I’ve ever felt in my whole goddamn life!!!  It felt like a thousand swords suddenly
stabbing through my legs & Sweet Jesus I started
screaming my ass off & kind of sickly flailing my
torso around in this terrible panic, completely
freaking out, but not really doing anything to save
myself, just screaming & screaming & screaming &
screaming & screaming as loudly as I could for God
or anyone to please make this pain STOP!!!
Thankfully Jon & Kendra had the foresight to quickly access the situation & act fast.   Kendra lunged
forward & wrapped her arms around my torso while
Jon wrapped his arms around hers & they sort of
Huey, Dewey & Louie yanked me out by my ribcage
AK
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while I writhed there still screaming Bloody Murder
cuz being out of the water didn’t mean the pain went
away. I hit the ground running.    It was a full scale
freak out on acid & oh God did it suck! I was running
around in circles, completely directionless, screaming,
out of my mind, while Jon & Kendra were both yelling
at me to stop, calm down, sit down, & shut the hell up
so they could provide some very badly needed first
aid to my soon to be hypothermic widdle wegs. But I
couldn’t understand that.  All I knew was pain.  REALLY
REALLY BAD PAIN!!!
So, I continued running around, screaming my ass off,
until one of them, probably Kendra, just tackled me
& threw me to the ground.   There she restrained me
while Jon removed my shoes & socks & began cuddling my ice cold feet to his comparably warmer stomach.  Gradually my screams died out as Kendra maternally rubbed my head & ssh ssh ssh-ed me the way you
would a screaming mindless baby. Which is essentially
what I was at that moment.  “It’s okay. It’s gonna be
okay. I’m here. Ssh ssh ssh. We’re not gonna let you
die out here.”
“Oh my God. . . Oh my God. . .” I whimpered.  “That
was cold. I was already shivering, probably more from
my tantrum than the actual physical trauma that had
just occurred.
Once Jon & Kendra had sufficiently cuddled & cajoled
me back to emotional & mental stability, we three
set out for home.   Which was about a thirty minute
walk.   During which my pants froze to my legs.   (No
kidding.)  And I had to lay on my back in the bathroom
while Jon physically pulled them off me because they
were too stuck for me to remove on my own.  Kendra
videotaped this.  Then Jon videotaped a ‘Post’ interview with me, a debriefing of sorts.  He speculates this
footage still exists, somewhere in his closet, but, to
this date, it has yet to materialize.   
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Khaos Top Ten List

Notorious

V.I.G.

I spent three weeks on the road with the Tea Party. We travelled state to state talking to
morons. They didn’t know who they were dealing with.

TOP TEN REASONS TO JOIN THE TEA PARTY
10. Chance to go tea-bagging with Sarah Palin.
9. My five year old son gets to be a speech writer for Michelle Bachman.
8. Political Party? I thought they were handing out free samples of Silver Needle
from the Fujian province of China. Dammit!!!
7. They make me look sane even though I am half-cocked, half in the bag and forget
to wear pants to work 3 out of 5 days.
6. Piss Brad off Yahoo Serious style.
5. Get free t-shirt with party slogan “We’re Fat as Hell and not Going to Take it
Anymore”.
4. Opportunity to meet Kristi Noem. I’d love to share my “view point” with her.
3. Love my grass…roots that is…
2. Have a crumpet eating contest with da Bean at the Tea Party Convention. Ladies,
allow me to introduce you to da Bean.
1. As with most things in life, 3 parties are always better than 2…

AK
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Khaos 40 Hit List

Jim

Wilkinson

The Master of Suprise is done in by his own wife. The Saint’s 40th birthday, SoCal style.

So, the day after a long holiday weekend is
never very much fun.  However, in the spirit of
back to school time, we did learn some things
over the past few days.
1) Jim is now 40 and feeling pretty old. Shannon is pretty sneaky being able to hide the
surprise b-day party so long
2) Brad has a new best friend - our neighbor
Mike already asked when you guys will visit
again, and Sienna thinks he’s her uncle
3) Heather likes her iPhone. I mean really likes
it. I wonder if there is a “rabbit app”?
4) David Chevrolet is not a very big star, but
Seal and Heidi are. But, do they have a poop
AK

alley?  doubtful.
5) Russians are rich party animals. Boat drinks
anyone?
6) A BMW has it’s car battery under the spare
tire in the back trunk; who knew?
7) Christi is a Milk Machine - Harley has a
good Mama and should be proud
8) Finding the right surfboard is not quick nor
easy, but a journey.
9) Rondi is the best, and those cookies are still
the best
10) Shannon and I have some pretty good
friends in you all and we, once again, miss living in the same city as you
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Apocrypher News Wire
Area Man Says Pool Noodle His

Fidler on the Tooth

A local Neil Young lookalike
interrupted Kirkland native
Nicole Fallat’s blissful, sunsoaked double-noodle float
at West Seattle’s Colman
Pool to ask for his noodle
back, claiming the flotation
device was his “from home.” Though his name was not
on said device, Fallat returned the float without incident.

Local dentist Vicki Fidler
deftly performed oral surgery on Fremont resident
Fredd Luongo Thursday,
transforming the normally
low talker into a deranged
Nic Cage impersonator.
Despite loads of drugs to calm his anxiety about the
surgery, Luongo was still annoyed when the procedure was completed before his viewing of the movie
“Crash” was completed. As of this writing, he still
does not know how the movie ends. He was later
spotted shouting “You are the reason this country is
going down the f**king tubes!” at passerby in front
of the U Village Sprint Wireless store, before walking
into a nearby tavern with a hooker and exclaiming,
“Let’s have another drink!”

Boeufcake Strikes Back
The last time you saw
this Montreal band
was at the 1st Annual
Rock and Roll Derby.
They don’t play many
shows because they
are old and scared
like Grandpa Simpson.
See them in a rare live appearance for Halloween.  
Dress up as your favorite character from the film
“Snatch”.
Saturday October 30 @ Sweet Lou’s in Greenwood/
Phinney @ 9pm (formerly the Sundowner) - 85th
NW in Seattle.
Bands:
Boeufcake
Speed Mop
The Raw-mones

Dog’ Lawn
Daisy the dog, from Vashon Island, WA has become the first
canine greens-keeper at West
Seattle Public golf course. She
started out as a puppy with her
own lawn care business run out
of Casa Vista. She appears to
not be phased by the horrible
economy and will continue to
run her lawn care business while taking care of the
greens.
Lost and Found

No cover. Wear a costume and come thirsty to
Beouffiest Halloween evar! Pass it on.
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Khaos Klassifieds
Artificial Khaos Productions
presents the new face of
Khaos. Check out the newly
designed web site. A new
media section collects most
of our film and video projects in one convenient place.
Enjoy.Click on graphic
teleport.

Birdbath Radio

Retrofitted Designs

Elemental Studio

A.J. Rathbun

Alex Doerffler Photography

Bruno Press

McCauliflower

Bella Cinghiale
Nat Fuller

The TOC

BUY THESE BOOKS

Six Months In Italy
A.J. Rathbun
Back issues of Playboy for sale.
Contact Nicole for details.

KHAOS apparel
[click to link]
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